Nuway highly recommends our Overturf where a quality product at an affordable prices is the objective. Our Overturf can be used over just about any type of turf available on the market.

Composition:

- Nuway’s Overturf is a mixture of 4 different components:
  - Very Sandy Loam (50%)
  - Sand (17%)
  - Composted Chicken Manure (9%)
  - Hardwood Sawdust (24%)

- Nuway’s Overturf/TopDress is nut grass free and do not contain human sewerage sludge

10 Reason to use Nuway’s Overturf:

- Sandy Blend for Turf underlay or top dressing
- Great for clay or poor soils
- Excellent Drainage
- Less risk of weeds then soil mixes
- Does not cake
- Open mix to promote roots
- Provides soil structure
- Water holding capacity

How much top dressing to order?

- It is recommended that top dressing be carried out from the early spring to early summer when turf is actively growing. The recommended application rate is a maximum depth of 10mm. A good method of determining the amount of top dress to order is to multiply your area by .01
- E.G 120m2 x 0.01 = 1.2 m3

Spreading Top Dress:

- It is best to mow your lawn prior to the top dressing application. After mowing rake to remove unwanted debri and loosen any bare areas.
- The easiest way to spread top dress is to start by shoveling it evenly around your lawn the use a lawn leveler or rake working in a figure 8 motion. This spreads it evenly over your lawn.
- Thoroughly water the topdress into the lawn. This will ensure that any concentrated areas of chicken manure do not burn the lawn.
- Do not leave top dressing lying on the surface of the lawn. If there is excess topdress left on grass surface after spreading it is recommended to remove the surplus.

Method of Manufacture:

- Blended and composted over a 3 week period with high temperatures ensuring weed elimination.
- Mechanically fine screened, stacked in windrows for a period of 10 days, prior to delivery.